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Any ideas as to why this happens? I am not doing anything with
the Serial Key, it is just a totally normal clean install, then the

unlock. If I rename the txt file and the cron job, then it will work...
I cannot understand why the Windows install will only work with
the original text file then the cron job needs the original txt file
name but when renamed it won't work then rename it and the

cron job then works? Many thanks in advance, A: I can't
determine why or where the issue is occuring. However, I found a
work around to get this working with the following: "If you export
your report to excel with correct name and size then go to the X
page and enter the serial number, it will not need it before since

it auto-writes it" You also need to "Import data back to the report"
before running the unlocker. Q: Convert multidimensional array
to string I have an array of arrays of strings. I need to convert it
into a single array of strings, in a specific order. For example, I

would like to get the result let header: [String] =
["PID","SCREEN","RESOLUTION","DESCRIPTION"] let content:

[String] = ["1111","1222","3333","8667"] to let result: [String] = [
"1111","1222","3333","8667","PID","SCREEN","RESOLUTION","DE
SCRIPTION"] I have tried to use flatMap() but with no luck. A: You
can flatMap and map the elements. let result = content.flatMap {

header }.map { $0 } Ember is now Unbreakable - craig99
====== pier25 As an aspie, I'm so happy about this. Wanna

know what the biggest struggle I have with apps I'm building is?
That every single API that needs to be rendered is rendered with
JavaScript. Then I have to write tests that cover all the JS I wrote.
Then I have to manually test all the JS in all the views, templates,

and components on production to ensure all the edge cases
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I have a new computer that I still have the Windows 7 disk on. The
computer is a Macbook Pro (I know. This is going to get

embarrassing later when I find out I can't boot Windows 7, and have
to reinstall it!). I found this free pdf software which will take a

picture of any pdf document and save it as a.png file.. I have a HP
printer and a MAC. I am not sure if the HPLJ5701 is compatable. The

only problem is that when I scan my documents, it creates a PDF
and converts it to a.png. The HPLJ5701 is not identified as a

scanner. I tried following the instructions but it said the driver was
not found (even though it installed in the first place). Questions: 1)

How do I take a picture of a print off.pdf 2) How do I get the
HPLJ5701 to recognize it is a scanner (especially when it is not being
detected by the machine itself). The documentation says: "Mac OS
X: The Mac OS X driver is available on this driver disk. Simply install
this driver for your network scanner and you should be able to scan
documents for free." I have the drivers so it must be compatible but
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I cannot seem to get the scanner to work. More answers: " 1.
Launch the HP Scan software. 2. In the software select "Scan as a

Document" 3. Under "Options" select the "File Type" and
"Photocopy" under "PDF." 4. You should then be able to select the
document you wish to scan. " 1) I took a picture of my print off.pdf

using a.png. I scanned it with HP image and it seemed to work, but I
am not sure. 2) The Scanner will not let me turn it on. It is not being
recognized as a scanner. I have already tried putting in the Windows
drivers and reinstalling it. Nothing is being detected. My HP printer

shows up in my printers section, and I can see it in my options when
I turn on my scanner, so I would think that there are no problems

with the driver. I have a CD with Windows driver disks. When I boot
my Macbook from it, it did not recognize the printer and I could not

install the drivers. After struggling with it for a while I found
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